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BONT Athena Plate

  

The ATHENA plate chasis is made of extruded 6061 aircraft aluminum and the cushions are made from premium urethane in the U.S.A.!  

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
Base price with tax $309.00

Price with discount $309.00

Salesprice with discount 

Sales price $309.00

Sales price without tax $309.00

Save: 

Tax amount 
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BONT Athena Plate
 

Ask a question about this product 

Description 

The Classic Quad Plate now from BONT!
The ATHENA plate chassis is made of extruded 6061 aircraft aluminum. The cushions are made in the USA from premium ultra high
rebounding urethane. The same High-Quality cushions that are on the BONT Infinity plate. The ATHENA comes with Medium hardness black
88A cushions.The plate is made to extremely tight tolerances. The plate is has a low profile which means that the wheels are closer to the boot
than most plates. This lowers your center of gravity and improves edging. The Athena plate has proven itself on some of the toughest skaters
out there – the Bont Quadstar derby team! The 20-degree kingpin angle is great for making tight turns as well as top end speed. A variable
adjustment nut and grub screw allow you to skate your plate tight or loose to suit your style. The plate features delrin pivot cups. The plate is
triple polished with a final brilliant shine polish. Together, it delivers excellent power transfer, control, and edging, sconsequently – more speed!

NOTE: The Athena plate has the same boot mounting hole locations as the BONT IGNITE plate so, if you have a BONT skate mounted to the
BONT IGNITE Nylon plate, you can upgrade your plate without needing to drill any additional holes in your boot!

PLATE SIZES correspond to wheelbase measurement ie. measuring from centre of wheel to centre of wheel at the side viw of the skate.

Reviews

There are yet no reviews for this product. 
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